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Multivariate statistical methods, such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA), have been used extensively
over the past decades as tools for extracting significant information from complex data sets. As such they
are very powerful and in combination with an understanding of underlying chemical principles, they have
enabled researchers to develop useful models. A drawback with the methods is that they do not have the abil-
ity to incorporate any physical / chemical model of the system being studied during the statistical analysis. In
this paper we present a method that can be used as a complement to traditional chemometric tools in finding
patterns in mass spectrometry data. The method uses a pre-defined set of equally spaced sequences that are
assumed to be present in the data. Allowing for some uncertainty in the peak locations due to the uncer-
tainties for the measurement instrumentation, the measured spectra are then projected onto this set. It is
shown that the resulting scores can be used to identify homologous series in measured mass spectra that dif-
fer significantly between different measured samples. As opposed to PCA, the loading vectors, in this case the
pre-defined homologous series, are readily interpretable.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Multivariate analysis of mass spectrometry (MS) data provides
valuable insight into systematic variations in experimental data sets.
Techniques such as, for example, Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) are widely used for this purpose [1]. PCA is optimal in the
sense that it compresses (linear) experimental variation into as few
components as possible, thus efficiently reducing the dimensionality
of the problem.

A drawback with these techniques is, however, that it is difficult to
make chemical interpretations of the results, since the actual dimen-
sionality reduction and decomposition of the experimental data do
not necessarily reflect specific underlying chemical principles. MS
data of complex mixtures, e.g. petroleum or bio-oil products, contain
regularly spaced signals which reflect classes of chemical compounds
that vary in a regular manner. These are not reflected in an interpret-
able format in the loading vectors when using PCA for data analysis.
In this paper we propose an alternative strategy to make use of
these traits exploiting fundamental properties of the molecular com-
position of the samples being studied.

Our alternative approach gives a set of relatively few components
that are sufficient to discriminate samples which have different
chemical compositions. The components that are generated immedi-
ately lend themselves to interpretations in terms of the underlying
chemical composition of the samples.

An example comprising MS analysis data on a screening set of bio-
oils is used to demonstrate the algorithm and how the results can be
interpreted. The results will also be compared to traditional PCA and
relations to other techniques will be discussed.

2. Background

2.1. The evolution of mass spectrometry

Recent developments in MS techniques have lead to a revolution-
ary revival of one of the oldest analytical techniques associated with
the identification of chemical components in complex mixtures such
as petroleum. Long since has MS become an elementary part of
most analytical organic laboratories as an analyser especially in hy-
phenated instrumentation such as Gas Chromatography (GC)-MS or
Liquid Chromatography (LC)-MS. Hard ionisation techniques such as
Electron and Chemical Ionisation (EI and CI), which are typically
used within this kind of instrumentation to analyse small molecules,
produce characteristic fragmentation patterns of the analytes, en-
abling their identification [2]. This is supported by modern library
search interfaces/engines, (e.g. NIST MS Search Program), using a
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wide variety of different algorithm approaches coupled with exten-
sive databases, the two dominant of which today are NIST 11 Mass
Spectral Library and Wiley's Registry of Mass Spectral Data [3,4].

Developments in soft ionisation techniques, such as in Matrix
Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionisation (MALDI)–MS or Electrospray
Ionisation (ESI)–MS and high resolution analysers have opened new
pathways of analysis especially in terms of macro-molecules and
complex mixtures, which until now largely relied on bulk property
analysis methods such as density, acidity, Infra-Red (IR), or Ultra
Violet (UV)/Visible (VIS) spectroscopy [2]. Combining the avoidance
of fragmentation of molecular ions and the increased accuracy in mass
determination allow the assignment of elemental compositions and
subsequent identification of the single compounds. This is supported
by the analysis of isotopic peak ratios and complementary identification
of lower homologue of the same chemical compound class [5]. This
approach has enabled a new way of thinking within -omics sciences,
enabling a fingerprint type detection of large amounts of smaller mole-
cules (b1500 Da) in complex mixtures using a single or only a small
number of analyses.

2.2. Fingerprinting

Characteristic patterns may already be seen in fingerprint mass
spectra, even without statistical evaluation. Characteristics can be ob-
served for both dimensions, i.e. both for the spacings between signals
along the mass/charge (m/z) axis for key fragmentations or structural
analogues, as well as abundance ratios in respect to isotopic patterns.
This has been exemplified e.g. using GC-MS data to extract chlorinat-
ed components from mixtures [6,7]. In addition, classification
methods for double bond positional isomers have also been estab-
lished [8]. Using high resolution equipment, numerical identifiers
can play a strong role in supporting the identification of molecules
of the same functional class. When translating all atomic masses in
a mass spectrum of crude oil, for example, from the commonly used
Dalton mass-scale to the Kendrick mass-scale, the latter of which
sets CH2=14.0000 Da, a periodicity of reoccurring numerical values
in the sub-integer area, so called mass defects, describing molecules
of the same identical base-structure with varying aliphatic chain
lengths attached, become visible [9,10]. These homologous series
are of considerable interest, as they cannot only reflect the effective-
ness of, for example, a catalyst on selected species dependent of the
length of attached substituents, but the abundance spread of the com-
pounds may also be used as an indicator towards physical properties,
such as the boiling point range. Choice of the ionisation method can in
addition enable a more precise focus on the species of interest. ESI, for
example, which commonly ionises only polar components, gives a se-
lective picture of this heteroatomic polar fraction, which was used e.g.
to analyse thermal oxidative stability of aviation fuels [11].

Fig. 1 shows a crude bio-oil ESI mass spectrum taken from our ap-
plication example (see Section 4). The reoccurring spacings in the
range of 14 Da, which are equivalent to one additional CH2 group,
are clearly visible in the magnified part of the spectrum. Resolution
restrictions of the instrument do not permit more precise specifica-
tions of molecular weights or spacings. In addition, 2 Da spacings
are also observed, as also noted in prior work, which give an indica-
tion to the loss of H2 and thus the replacement of a saturated hydro-
carbon bond with a double bond [12–14].

2.3. Statistical evaluation of mass spectrometry data

As our example suggests, lower resolution units, without the ben-
efits of elemental association to accurate mass numbers, are nonethe-
less suitable to explore these kind of periodical signatures in
combination with PCA to yield good results [12,15]. The additional in-
formation gained by statistical analysis is quite considerable and im-
plementation is generally easier than for chromatographic data.

Direct injection MS avoids some of the typical complications, such
as chromatographic effects and peak matching issues, which demand
complex curve resolution approaches [16]. The constraints imposed
by e.g. GC-MS analysis can reach even further than just data-
processing complications. Critical points are also the instrument
run-time per analysis and possible restrictions as to analysable com-
ponents, e.g. boiling point limitations of the method.

Direct injectionMS fingerprinting and profiling analysis in combina-
tionwith clusteringmethods present a novel opportunity to classify and
also access non-trivial correlations in mixtures, exemplified amongst
others by the analysis of different whiskeys, beers and honeys [17,18].
High resolution measurements have also been attempted and the
knowledge of the elemental composition of the single analysed compo-
nents gives further information [19]. These findings are frequently sup-
ported by complementary analytics, which do not necessarily require to
be directly tied into the chemometric evaluation [20].

Statistically supported analysis of MS data can allow new insights,
especially when working with complex data-sets, given correct pre-
treatment and statistical evaluation of the data. A certain degree of
awareness when trying to classify recurring periodical peaks, in ho-
mologous series as well as adducts, is furthermore essential [21,22].
Wold and Christie point out that whilst use of pattern recognition
for MS data-sets clearly results in a larger amount of information,
the introduction of a class specification is necessary to yield signifi-
cantly balanced information [22].

Extraction of information from MS data has mainly been accom-
plished on the basis of library search systems, wherein only limited
approaches based on homologous series have been undertaken. One
example is the library search system SISCOM, which extracts homol-
ogous series not only on the basis of a formal method, such as peaks
with a relative intensity over a constant threshold and a specific con-
secutive interval of length between them, but combines these typical-
ly implemented restrictions with a search algorithm focussed on
characteristic ions observed not in the immediate neighbourhood of
ion peak, but from the neighbouring homologous ions [23].

3. Theory

3.1. PCA in comparison to 14 Da model-based analysis

Data compaction of MS data is commonly achieved using the
methodology of principal components. It is common understanding
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Fig. 1. Positive ESI—mass spectrum of the first replicate of LtL-Oil F04t from the applica-
tion example. The crude sample was dissolved in dichloromethane and analysed by full
scan mass spectrometry on an Agilent 1100 Series LC/MSD system using an acetonitrile-
aqueous ammonium acetate (50 mM) 9:1 solution as a mobile phase. The analysis was
performed without prior separation over a chromatographic column. Periodical reoccur-
ring spacings of both 2 and 14 Da are clearly visible within this spectrum.
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that a good PCA result concludes the smallest number of principal
components that describe the largest part of the variance and thus
give the highest degree of data compaction and the lowest dimen-
sionality. This purely mathematical approach succeeds with regard
to data compaction, and highlights numerical correlations which re-
quire further interpretation. This can be obtained both from the
scores and loading vectors/plots of the single PCs.

PCs purely aim to display maximal systematic variance on a nu-
merical basis without any consideration of background information.
If there is collinearity in the data, singular PCs can combine several ef-
fects, which the user has to try and separate based on his knowledge
of the inherent properties of the analysed system. This challenges the
direct use of the loadings vectors for modelling and prediction pur-
poses [24]. In our own research this problem has frequently been ob-
served, when aiming to predict abundances of sets of series in MS
data upon alteration of process parameters [13].

In this paper, we propose an alternative method for analysis of our
MS data. This approach is not purely based on mathematical or statisti-
cal principles, but also exploits the chemical principles involved, and di-
rectly implements these principles to treat the data in such a manner
that the information which is being sought becomes more easily acces-
sible. We therefore introduce new orthogonal components based on
regularly spaced peaks, in this case 14 Da, thus directly applying restric-
tions based on the chemical properties to yieldmore targeted results. In
comparison to PCA, this allows amore direct correlationwith the chem-
istry of the experimental values and will therefore provide a higher de-
gree of understanding of the system in itself. The aim is not to describe
asmuch of the total variance as possible, but rather to describe variation
between samples based on this pre-defined pattern. Because the load-
ings are pre-defined, the method does not suffer from problems stem-
ming from collinearity in the data.

It should be stressed that the primary aim is not to be able to
model the observed data based on the analysis, but rather to reveal
patterns that can be used for fingerprinting of different samples.
The proposed method does not yield a transformation of data in
such a way that the original spectra can be approximated using the
scores and loadings, which is the case for PCA.

3.2. The Dalton sequence analysis

This section will describe the principle for projecting MS data onto a
set of mutually orthogonal 14 Da spaced sequences. We will start with
the ideal case, assuming that the peaks are located at exactly 14 Da inter-
vals. In practice, however, peak locationsmay drift slightly, due to the fact
that them/z values are also a measured quantity and thus subject to un-
certainties in the data acquisition. After describing the ideal case, we will
propose a method for taking some of this uncertainty into account.

The general idea behind the analysis of MS data in terms of differ-
ent 14 Da sequences can be seen as a correlation between the original
spectrum and a set of candidate 14 Da spaced sequences. Let x be an
N×1 vector containing a measured spectrum, and let U be a matrix
which columns consist of M orthogonal 14 Da sequences of unit
length. In the ideal case, such a sequence is a vector of the same
length as the spectrum, constructed as

w1 ¼ 1 0 0 ⋯ 1 0 0⋯½ �T ; ð1Þ

i.e. a 1 followed by 13 zeros, followed by a 1, 13 zeros, and so on. The
second candidate sequence is formed in the same way, but shifted
one step, so that the first element is zero. By construction, this will
lead to a set of orthogonal vectors {wi}, for i=1,2,…,M. These vectors
are then normalised to unit length by

ui ¼
wiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
wT

i wi

q : ð2Þ

We now have a set of orthonormal vectors that can be stored as
columns of the matrix U as

U ¼
⋮ ⋮ ⋯ ⋮
u1 u2 ⋯ uM
⋮ ⋮ ⋯ ⋮

2
4

3
5; ð3Þ

where

uik k2 ¼ 1; ð4Þ

for i=1, 2, …, M, and

uT
i uj ¼ 0; ð5Þ

for i≠ j.
The number of possible sequencesui is determined by the resolution

of the measurement equipment. If, for example, the instrument can
only measure at integer m/z values and we are constructing 14 Da
spaced sequences, there are only 14 unique candidate sequences.

We can now obtain scores (i.e. the weights from this new basis) by
forming the product

t ¼ UTx: ð6Þ

In the case of K measured spectra, these can be stored as columns
of a matrix X as

X ¼
⋮ ⋮ ⋯ ⋮
x1 x2 ⋯ xK
⋮ ⋮ ⋯ ⋮

2
4

3
5; ð7Þ

Prior to the analysis, the columns of X are standardised to unit var-
iance. This to done to avoid any potential variations of scale in the
measurements to influence the interpretation. The scores are then
obtained as columns of the matrix T by modifying Eq. (6) to

T ¼
⋮ ⋮ ⋯ ⋮
t1 t2 ⋯ tK
⋮ ⋮ ⋯ ⋮

2
4

3
5 ¼ UTX: ð8Þ

After applying Eq. (8) scores and the basis vectors (columns of the
matrices T and X) are sorted in order of decreasing variance of the
columns in T. By doing so, the first score vector will be associated
with the 14 Da sequence that differs the most between the measured
spectra, similar to how scores and loadings are sorted when using
PCA.

It is worth noting here, that for PCA mean centering of the data set
prior to analysis is important. The reason being that the loading vec-
tors are determined by the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of
the data set. Any large offset would therefore result in a PC pointing
to the mean value of the data set, which is generally not of interest.
For the method proposed here, the mean centering is not necessary,
since it would only shift the computed scores. The relative variance
of the scores is not affected, since the loading vectors are not data
dependent.

In order to merge several measured spectra into a matrix X as in
Eq. (7), all spectra must be pre-processed so that they share a com-
mon m/z vector. Several approaches have been proposed for doing
this [25,26]. In this work, the measured m/z values are first rounded
to nearest ±0.05 Da for each spectrum. The spectra are then re-
sampled corresponding to a uniformly sampled m/z vector with a
0.05 Da sampling step. It is worth noting that some pre-processing
like this is necessary for all analysis methods (e.g. PCA) that require
multiple spectra, which are not uniformly sampled, to be stored in a
common matrix.
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In practice, however, the peak locations may be shifted by a small
fraction of a Da either to the left or to the right of the expected loca-
tion. If we were to use the projection in Eq. (8), this would lead to
misleading results, since a slight shift of the peak will affect the
score corresponding to a different basis vector than expected. To ac-
count for this, we need to allow for a certain spread of the peaks
around the ideal location, such that misaligned peaks will still con-
tribute to the same score. In this work we propose to replace each dis-
crete peak in wi with a peak shaped like a Gaussian probability
density function (i.e. a bell-shaped curve). The width, which is a de-
sign parameter of the algorithm, is specified by the standard devia-
tion (given in Da) of the Gaussian probability distribution. In order
to maintain the mutual orthogonality of the basis vectors, however,
the Gaussian curve has to be truncated at some distance from the
mean value (i.e. ideal peak location). In this work, the Gaussian
peaks are cut at a ±4σ distance from the mean value, since at this
point the Gaussian peak has decayed to almost zero.

As a consequence of widening the peaks, the shift between con-
secutive basis vectors must be made larger, otherwise the orthogo-
nality will no longer hold. Fig. 2 shows a section of the first three
basis vectors, u1, u2, and u3. For a peak width of ±4σ, the resulting
shift between the vectors becomes 8σ. Again, the resulting basis vec-
tors are normalised to unit length according to Eq. (2).

The main rationale behind using the Gaussian shaped peaks is that
by this approach, any offset or drift in the measured spectra will still
result in a contribution to the same score. The score will, however, be
weighted by a factor proportional to the Gaussian probability density
function, so that the further away from the ideal peak location we get,
the less importance is attributed to that spectral component. Other
shapes of the peak could of course be used, which would affect the re-
sults. For example, using a rectangular peak with a certain width,
would be the same as assuming a uniform probability density func-
tion for the uncertainty of the true peak locations. As a consequence,
peaks located away from the ideal location would contribute as much
to the scores as peaks at or very close to it. This would yield the same
results as rounding of decimals along the m/z axis, assuming the res-
olution of the instrument is much lower than it actually is. From an
instrumentation and measurement perspective, this is not realistic,
and therefore this has not been investigated further in this paper.

As mentioned earlier, the peak width, defined by the standard de-
viation σ is a design parameter that has to be set by the user. If the pa-
rameter is chosen too small, more basis vectors will be required and
the scores will be spread across these, even if the spectral compo-
nents originate from the same compound. If the peaks are made too
wide, this will result in a loss of resolution in the analysis, as peaks
resulting from different chemical compounds will be attributed to
the same candidate Da spaced sequence.

In the application example in the next section, the peak width was
defined by σ=0.05 Da. Given an assumed uncertainty of the mea-
surement of ±0.1 Da, this would correspond to ±2σ. Noting that

for a Gaussian probability density function, the probability of being
within ±2σ from the mean is around 95%, which we considered to
be a reasonable trade-off between resolution and uncertainty. The
peaks spacing is still 8σ, in order for the Gaussian distribution to
decay to almost zero.

3.3. Relation to other techniques

We started the discussion by describing how PCA can be used for
fingerprinting purposes. Although PCA is not primarily designed for
this task, it has been shown to work well [12–14]. In addition to re-
vealing underlying patterns (i.e. latent variables), PCA can also be
used to develop models of the measured data, based on the principal
components. This is usually done by means of Principal Component
Regression (PCR) [1]. For exploring and modelling non-linear vari-
ance, Non-Linear PCA (NLPCA) based on neural networks, can be
used [27,28].

The proposed method is, in contrast to the other techniques,
designed only to reveal variability caused by specific patterns in the
data, believed to be important when the task is to discriminate be-
tween samples. An important constraint is also that the patterns
should have chemical meaning, which is not the case for any of the
other methods mentioned above. Hence, it is not possible to approx-
imate the original data set based on the scores and loadings of this
method. As a consequence, it cannot be used for regression modelling
and prediction. To clarify this point further, let us again look at what
scores and loadings mean in the context of PCA and the 14 Da se-
quence analysis, respectively. In PCA, the original matrix X can be
expressed as

X ¼ TPT þ E; ð9Þ

where the columns of P are the loading vectors, given by the eigen-
vectors of XTX. T are the corresponding scores, or weights, which
can be seen as the projection of the original data onto the loading vec-
tors, thus describing how much of each loading vector is found in each
of the measured spectra. The matrix E contains the residuals, result-
ing from discarding of less significant PCs. In the proposed method,
the scores have the same meaning, i.e. they describe how well the
spectra correlate with each of the candidate 14 Da sequences. The se-
quences themselves (the columns of the matrix U) are here called
loadings, as an analogy to PCA. Expressing the original data set in
terms of the scores and the candidate sequences in the same way as
in Eq. (9) is, however, not possible.

Another technique, that similarly to the proposedmethod, is looking
for components that can be immediately interpreted in terms of the un-
derlying chemical composition, is the Alternating Regression (AR)
method [29]. AR aims at expressing observed spectra as a linear combi-
nation of a set of underlying spectra. In this way it is similar to the pro-
posed method. AR does, however, not use any pre-defined set of
components, but estimates these iteratively, startingwith some random
values. As such the technique is sensitive to the starting point of the it-
eration, and there is no guarantee that the solution is unique. It is also
sensitive to collinearity in the observed data, which the method pro-
posed in this paper is not. Since the components are not pre-defined
in AR, it can, however, detect compounds that the proposed method
will not detect. Again, the objectives of AR and the proposed method
differ. While AR tries to model the observations, we aim at fingerprint-
ing based on readily interpretable patterns.

4. Application example

4.1. Introduction

An emerging field of analysis of complex mixtures is comprised by
1st and 2nd generation bio-oils and fuels. These biomass derived
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Fig. 2. Definitions of the basis vectors used in the analysis. The figure shows a section of
the three first vectors only.
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liquids can be similar to crude oils in their degree of complexity, due
to the variable chemical mixtures obtained and the number of possi-
ble combinations of input biomass, process conditions and possible
upgrading treatments [30]. Optimisation of process conditions at
lab-scale is challenging as many of the common analytical approaches
for conventional fossil fuels and their transfer analogues to bio-oil appli-
cations cannot be performed on small product volumes. The large num-
ber of compounds within the product do however require an analytical
methodology that can evaluate the chemical composition as precisely
as possible, for example in terms of evaluating the catalytic efficiency
of deoxygenation of different relevant chemical species within the
oils for fuel blending purposes. Fingerprinting with soft-ionisation
techniques has the potential to deliver valuable information as to the
reactivity of different compound-classes to such a treatment. A low-
resolution analogue to the high-resolution petroleomics approach, de-
veloped byEide and Zahlsen has showngreat potential as a low-cost ap-
proach to fingerprinting of bio-oils [12]. ESI-MS fingerprinting, backed
up by complementary analytics both on chemical and physical property
measurement basis, can provide a powerful combination to assess and
optimise these bio-oil pioneering processes.

4.2. Sample set

A half-factorial experimental design sample set of bio-oils was
produced from lignin-rich waste material in a high temperature and
pressure hydrodeoxygenation solvolysis process. The process ap-
proach, termed Lignin-to-Liquid (short: LtL), uses in-situ hydrogen
donation to produce a highly depolymerised and deoxygenated bio-
oil from lignin, which may be suitable for fuel-blending [31]. The cho-
sen set of experiments was used to investigate selected critical pro-
cess parameters in an optimisation approach [13]. The in-situ
hydrogenation in this set of experiments was accomplished by ther-
mal degradation of formic acid, which decomposes via two major
pathways, the more significant one of which under these conditions
yields CO2 and H2, the less prominent one CO and H2O. The sample
set comprised 2(4-1)=8 experiments in addition to two centre points.
Variables were the mole ratio of the co-solvents iso-propanol/ethanol,
the mole ratio of the hydrogen donor formic acid / solvents, the mole
ratio of added water/solvents and the variation of temperature be-
tween 370 and 390 °C. The amount of lignin-rich biomass was kept
constant throughout all experiments. The experimental values used
in the experiments are summarised in Table 1. 75 mL high pressure
and high temperature non-stirred stainless steel (SS 316) batch reac-
tors of the 4740 series, from Parr Instrument Co. were used to conduct
the experiments in a Carbolite LHT oven. The produced oils comprise
a wide range of chemical species such as phenols, methoxy-phenols,
esters and ketones with aliphatic substituents of varying length. The
compositions of the oils span from products rich in saturated hydro-
carbons and aliphatic ketones that give spontaneous separation into
an oil and an aqueous phase to products rich in phenolic components
that give a single phase product dissolved in the reaction solvent

medium. The distribution of products between the compound classes
has a direct influence on critical physical properties of the oil, such as
miscibility or storage stability. It is therefore of relevant interest to in-
vestigate their abundances based on a convenient and fast analytical
approach.

MS fingerprinting gives a higher degree of chemical compound
resolution and is a promising approach for this kind of data set.
Other analytical approaches using bulk property analytics, such as
IR, have also shown to deliver successful results, e.g. in assessing bio-
degradation levels of petroleum oils [32]. IR analysis, however, was
less suitable for the closely related samples from our presented data-
set, as dominant (broad) bands from chemical functionalities such as
the vibrational ―OH band from water or alcohol inclusion concealed
other less dominant underlying bands of interest, thus hindering dis-
crimination between the different samples. Initial clustering evalua-
tion of positive ESI-MS analysis showed a strong contribution of
several series of equally (14 Da) spaced peaks contributing to the
first two loadings of the PCA [13]. The separation of these series, the
signals of which ideally originate frommolecules of the same individ-
ual class and relating these to the applied process parameters, can be
a significant step forward to further the understanding and allow
fine-tuning of the product spectrum from these complex systems.

In this paper, we are using the existent positive ESI-MS data set as
presented by Kleinert et al. for testing of the proposed data analysis
and fingerprinting procedure based on 14 Da spacings to evaluate
the quality of information extraction [13]. Further information on
methods and procedures, such as work-up and data acquisition are
to be found in the same reference. Identical identifiers for the single
samples are used to enable cross-referencing.

4.3. Results

4.3.1. PCA
For comparison purposes, we performed both PCA and 14 Da basis

vectorial analysis of the set of positive ESI-MS data. A visualisation of
the scores from the first two principal components, describing a total
of 67.5% of the variance (PC1=43.5%, PC2=24.0%), is given in Fig. 3.

The raw data obtained were processed identically both for the PCA
as for the 14 Da methods and some variations to the observations
made by Kleinert et al. are thus explainable. Fig. 3 shows that both

Table 1
List of conducted experiments with input material amounts and reaction conditions.
All reactions were run for approx. 16 h.

Experiment Formic acid,
mmol

Ethanol,
mmol

iso-Propanol,
mmol

Water,
mmol

Lignin,
g

T,
°C

F01 65.9 359.2 35.9 4.0 3.75 370
F02 59.2 177.7 177.7 3.6 3.75 390
F03 268.2 243.8 24.4 2.7 3.75 390
F04 249.3 124.6 124.6 2.5 3.75 370
F05 64.3 350.7 35.1 38.6 3.75 390
F06 58.0 173.9 173.9 34.8 3.75 370
F07 263.8 239.8 24.0 26.4 3.75 370
F08 245.5 122.8 122.8 24.6 3.75 390
F09 112.4 224.8 112.4 16.9 3.75 380
F10 112.4 224.8 112.4 16.9 3.75 380
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Fig. 3. Score plot of all 10 LtL-oil samples analysed with positive ESI-MS as described by
the first two component vectors of the PCA. Five replicate analyses of each sample are
included.
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the repeatability of analysis, as well as separability between samples,
is good, as is indicated by the close clustering of the replicates as well
as the centre-point experiments of the experimental design (F09t and
F10t). Samples F01o, F06o, F07o and F04t, the “o” describing a one
phase product oil, whereas "t" describes the analysis of the organic
top phase of a two phase separated (one oil and one aqueous
phase) product oil, are plotted in the right half of the plot indicating
a difference within the described variance of t1. This is expected to
be due to either a varying composition based on water-soluble com-
ponents which are less prominent in the organic top phase or sup-
pression of the ionisation of other components due to the existence
of more readily ionisable components in the one phase product.

The loading line plots of these first two principal components are
given in Fig. 4. Series of 14 Da spaced peaks are easily identifiable
within these loadings. These series are connected to different base
structures of compounds such as phenols, ketones and esters that
have been identified in prior work [14]. The contributions of these
multiple series to the loadings are dominant. However, even if identi-
fication of single series can be accomplished, the single effects of
these on the sample positioning in the scores plot are not easily acces-
sible. This illustrates the limitations of the PCA for isolation of these
series. The PCA, being based on illustrating the largest degree of var-
iance in as few components as possible, groups several chemically dif-
ferent compound classes in the same loading vector. Also, a 14 Da
spaced sequence stemming from the same compound could end up
being distributed over several loading vectors. The loading vectors
of the PCA are by design orthogonal, but since no concern is given
to underlying chemical structures, interpretation in terms of such
patterns is difficult.

4.3.2. 14 Da based analysis
Projecting the measured spectra onto the 14 Da spaced basis vec-

tors, as described in Section 3.2, showed that the first three compo-
nents account for 71% of the total variation (of the scores). These
scores are shown in Fig. 5. The 3D-plot in the top left summarises
the clustering which is separately illustrated in the three 2D-
subplots in the same figure. Evaluation of the scores of the first
three 14 Da basis vectors show that both the clustering quality of rep-
licates as well as the centre-points are largely retained. F08t, F09t and
F10t plot closely together in all sub-plots, thus illustrating that there
is no larger variance between the first three basis vectors within
these three samples. By comparison, F03t and F05t plot closely to-
gether on the basis of t1 and t3, however are separated on the basis
of t2. This enables a more precise allocation to existent similarities

but also variance between these samples, in this case to be found in
the 14 Da series, described by t2. It must again be stressed that the
clustering is not expected to be identical to the scores for the PCA.
The isolation of the 14 Da series restricts the amount of possible ex-
plainable variance to these sets of static signals. This implies that
the PCA does have the ability to explain a larger degree of variance
within one single component and we do not necessarily expect to
be able to compact the multidimensionality of such a complex dataset
as is used here to that of the PCA.

The 14 Da series basis vectors are given in Fig. 6. These series have
already been identified as major contributors to the PCA for this data
set [13]. However, they are now directly singularly accessible and
their influence on the different samples is visualised.

The first three 14 Da basis vectors, as illustrated in Fig. 6, show even
numberedm/z valueswith a varying number of CH2 units, illustrated by
14 Da spacings. A difference of−2 Da between the series illustrated by
vectors u1 and u3 suggests the substitution of two hydrogen atoms for a
double bond, retaining the same molecular base-structure. Identifica-
tion of lower homologues via complementary analysis on GC-MS
show a large variation between the samples in respect to non-
methoxylated phenols (bulk formula C6H6O+n CH2, i.e. 94+n 14)
and substituted ketones (bulk formula Cn H2n O, i.e. 58+n 14), which
can also be matched in respect to the positioning of the different sam-
ples in the score plots from the 14 Da based analysis in Fig. 5, suggesting
these base-structures for the vectors u1 and u3. However, the different
possibly occurring adduct species of the analysed ions (alkali- and
ammonium-ions as well as possibly occurring aromatic clusters), re-
quire amore in-depth investigation, increase the uncertainty of allocat-
ing the individual series unequivocally.

It is also worth noting that the third 14 Da sequence corresponds
to the one readily identified by visual inspection of the raw data in
Fig. 1.

5. Discussion

One property of PCA is that the decomposition into components is
completely based on minimising the data at hand, and no information
about underlying chemical patterns can be taken into consideration.
This sometimes makes PCA unsuitable for some types of chemical
data sets, where patterns based on some known property are to be
expected. The described method exploits the known chemistry in
terms of signal spacings and should be seen as a complement, not
an alternative, to existing tools, aimed directly at finding specific pat-
terns in the data. In the example presented in this paper, we are look-
ing for sequences spaced by 14 Da, since these spacings are connected
to multiple CH2 groups being appended to the base-compounds.
Other experimental variations in the data will not be captured by
the algorithm, so in terms of compacting variation into as few compo-
nents as possible, it is not an alternative to traditional tools. However,
in some applications, such as the example presented here, the varia-
tion in these 14 Da sequences is an important discriminating property
when it comes to fingerprinting of different samples and evaluating
the analytical data.

Due to uncertainties in measured data concerning them/z axis, the
exact peak locations may vary slightly. In order to take this into ac-
count, the basis vectors were constructed as a sequence of narrow
Gaussian shaped peaks instead of discrete peaks. The width of these
peaks is a design parameter of the algorithm. Whether or not it is pos-
sible to derive some optimal criterion for how to determine this is left
for future research. In this paper, the peak width was set so that 95%
of the area below the peaks should cover them/z interval correspond-
ing to an assumed uncertainty of the instrument being used for the
specific data set. It is based on these uncertainties that transforma-
tions such as Fourier transformation were dismissed within the data
pretreatment.
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Fig. 4. Line plots of the first two loading vectors from the PCA showing a correlating
dominance of 14 Da spaced signal sets.
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A limitation of the algorithm in its current form is that the loading
vectors are not localised along the m/z axis. As a consequence, if sev-
eral compounds from the same chemical class (spaced by n 14 Da) are
present in the same sample, these would contribute to the same
score. Depending on the data set at hand, this could be a problem,

but any subsequent analysis, where the chemist returns to the origi-
nal data for interpretations would reveal this. For our data-set, by per-
forming analysis of selected oils on high resolution equipment,
showing that no further signals than the ones detected on the low
resolution equipment were found, we were able to rule out this even-
tuality. A significant error would be expected when analysing a more
complex sample set, e.g. crude petroleum oils, with the same set-up.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have described a new method for extracting
chemically relevant information from mass spectrometry data that
can serve as a valuable complement to traditional multivariate tools
such as PCA. The proposed method projects measured mass spectra
onto a set of basis vectors constructed to represent 14 Da spaced ho-
mologous series. The corresponding scores were shown to cluster in a
similar way to that of PCA, in the sense that samples with similar
chemical properties appear close while others end up more distant.
The main difference to other tools is that with the proposed method,
the loading vectors are constructed based on existing chemical pat-
terns. As such the interpretation of the results is significantly facilitat-
ed in comparison to PCA.

The application example also shows that valuable information can
be extracted using relatively few components, although the proposed
method does not possess any inherent variation compaction proper-
ties. When using PCA, this property is optimised by design. In other
words, the proposed method does not aim at maximising the amount
of experimental variation described, but rather to reveal patterns that
are important for interpreting the results and are otherwise difficult
to extract.
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